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ROTOCONTROL Appoints New Agent for
Benelux

ROTOCON Europe now representing ROTOCONTROL label finishing machines in Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Luxembourg.

LINAU, Germany (September 19, 2018) – ROTOCON Europe is the newly appointed
ROTOCONTROL agent for Belgium, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg, effective September 1.
Leading the sales of ROTOCONTROL’s label finishing machines for the Benelux narrow web
printers and converters is ROTOCON Europe’s Arnaud Fleuren, area sales manager and
Pascal Aengenvoort, managing director.
With a sales and service office centrally located in the Benelux, ROTOCON Europe is a
subsidiary of ROTOCON www.rotocon.co.za headquartered in Durbanville, Cape Town with
regional offices in Durban and Johannesburg. Founded in 2008, ROTOCON provides consulting
and service to South Africa label and package printers
and converters, and has represented ROTOCONTROL
in South Africa for over nine years.
Fluent in Dutch, English and German, Arnaud Fleuren
brings extensive experience to ROTOCON Europe from
his role as area sales manager for the Dutch
manufacturer MPS Systems B.V., a leader of flexo,
hybrid and offset printing presses for the world-wide
narrow web industry. ROTOCON Europe will represent
Arnaud Fleuren, ROTOCON Europe area sales
ROTOCONTROL’s full range of premium finishing
manager and Marco Aengenvoort,
machines for label inspection, slitting, rewinding,
ROTOCONTROL managing director
die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed
labels.
“With years of successful installations from the ROTOCON brand in South Africa, backed by
ROTOCON Europe’s direct industry experience and label finishing expertise, ROTOCON
Europe will immediately provide valuable service to our existing customers in the Benelux and is
already in full force engaging with this market,” said Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL
managing director.
Contact:
ROTOCON Europe
Arnaud Fleuren
Mobile: +49 151 67538577
a.fleuren@rotoconint.com
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About Rotocontrol International GmbH
ROTOCONTROL, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International (www.emtinternational.com),
designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for label inspection, slitting,
rewinding, die cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels, for converters in the
narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL offers machines from smaller basic
rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple options featuring S-Drive servo
technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate film and foil materials.
With production facilities, sales, and service in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL
maintains the highest level of product quality through ease of use, absolute control and flexibility
with a focus on operator safety and efficiency. ROTOCONTROL is the partner of choice in the
finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
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